The Interpreter and the Expert: Auctoritas Devices in Two Letters by Damião de Góis

One of the most prolific examples of Sixteenth century Portuguese literary practices Damião de Góis (1502-1574). Among the various rhetorical genres he employed throughout his activities, one stood out: the epistolary. This article proposes an analysis of two of his letters, investigating their most recurrent auctoritas strategies from the perspective of the art of discourse in which they were written and their originally intended destinations. The article argues that it is legitimate to elaborate on them based on a criterion that would respect important axes in which Góis chose to operate his ethos. Therefore, the first part of the article deals with the production of auctoritas based on humilitas; the second, with the amplification of the auctor as especialista, rhetorically dedicated to the praises of the Portuguese conquests overseas.
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Las prácticas letradas portuguesas del siglo XVI tuvieron en Damião de Góis (1502-1574) a uno de sus representantes más prolíficos. Entre los diversos géneros retóricos empleados en su actividad, se destacó el epistolar. En este artículo se propone un análisis de dos de sus cartas mediante el análisis de sus estrategias de auctoritas más recurrentes desde el punto de vista de la técnica de expresión en el que fueron escritas y los lugares donde se asignaron originalmente. Se argumenta que es legítimo hablar de ellas a partir de un criterio que respeta ejes importantes donde Góis decidió operar su ethos. Por lo tanto, la primera parte se basa en la producción de la auctoritas de la humilitas; la segunda, en la amplificación del auctor como especialista retóricamente dedicado a alabar los logros portugueses en el extranjero.
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As práticas letradas portuguesas quinhentistas tiveram em Damião de Góis (1502-1574) um de seus representantes mais prolíficos. Dentre os vários gêneros retóricos que empregou ao longo de sua atividade, um destacou-se: o epistolar. Este artigo propõe uma análise de duas cartas do epistolário ativo goisiano, averiguando suas estratégias de auctoritas mais recorrentes do ponto de vista dos lugares aonde originalmente se destinavam. Argumenta-se que seria legítimo discorrer sobre elas a partir de um critério que respeitasse eixos importantes nos quais Góis escolheu operar seu ethos. Assim, a primeira parte trata produção de auctoritas baseada na humilitas; a segunda, da amplificação do auctor enquanto especialista retoricamente dedicado aos elogios às conquistas portuguesas no ultramar.
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Introduction

Sixteenth-century Portuguese literary practices had in Damião de Góis (1502-1574) one of its most prominent representatives. Góis, who served d. Manuel I and d. João III as a diplomat and High Guardian of the Torre do Tombo National Archive, lived most of his adult life outside of Portugal -at the Portuguese feitoria in Flanders, in Erasmus of Rotterdam’s house in Freiburg, around the circle of Pietro Bembo in Padua, and also in Louvain². He applied himself to the publication of texts based on various rhetorical techniques, which, grounded on criteria that refract the emulative activity in which all literate, in that context, belonged. One of the higher yielding devices within that list of practices was surely that of epistolary correspondence. It was through this device that Damião de Góis sought to establish his auctoritas, investing in continuous contact with scholars in what was conventionally called Respublica litteraria, in order to have his ethos considered an authoritative voice to praise the kingdom, the Greco-Latin Letters, and therefore, himself.

The correspondence of Damião de Góis is quite rich. Composed of 147 letters, divided among 37 sent and 110 received³, it attests to significant participation in various relevant discussions in the fields of politics, religion, and the Respublica litterarum. They indicate the different rhetorical-poetic procedures employed throughout Góis’s life; these were aimed mainly at two objectives.

First, to gain recognition within what was then called Respublica litteraria, that is, the scholarly community that gathered around Erasmus to extol the Greco-Latin Letters as a repertoire needed to combat “barbarism”⁴. Formed by “humanists” from various realms, this “fictitious republic”⁵ had high regard for knowledge of ancient languages and the mastery of rhetorical techniques that were used with special care in epistolary contact, Respublica litteraria’s main body of operation⁶. Second, Góis sought to establish his ties with the monarchy, with the dual purpose of being recognized by important figures, such as Cardinal d. Henrique and king João III,
and to avail himself of his prestige in the kingdom in order to have more weight in the Respublica
litteraria. The relationship between Letters and politics is crucial in this context because it is
understood that the best rhetorician or poet will be the one who “sings the deeds” most important.
Thus, so that he could capture the interest of Erasmus or Pietro Bembo, Góis invested in epistolary
dialogues that would bring him prestige in Portugal, so that he could establish his ethos in a way
to tune the personal contents of his “experiences” (written as rhetorical topics) with overseas
expansion. To these representations of his hierarchical rise the name auctoritas was given.

Auctoritas was a technical device designed to produce the presence of hierarchies. It did
not mean “the reality of the individual psychology of a man who has possession and ownership” of a given text, but rather his association with the “names” considered superior in a certain
rhetorical-poetic genre through the management of publically and anonymously shared topics.
In this sense, the political orientation of Góis’s letters was not limited to the “true account” of his
own life; it also signaled to “posterity”, for success in narrating the Portuguese feats and gaining
respect along with the most relevant members of the Respublica litteraria could carry him to his
establishment as auctoritas for future scholars, who would turn to his writings in order to emulate
them.

Given the need for brevity, this article proposes an analysis of two letters from the Goisian
active correspondence, based on the critical edition by Amadeu Torres, to ascertain their most
recurrent auctoritas strategies from the viewpoint of the art of discourse in which they were written,
and the audiences and places for which they were originally intended. It is argued that they are
highly representative of the strategies adopted by Góis to construct his ethos. Thus, the first part
of the text discusses the production of auctoritas based on humilitas, consistent with the period
in which Góis began his quest for recognition; the second, the amplification of the auctor as an
expert, especialista, illustrated by a letter written by Góis after having maintained contact with
Erasmus and Bembo, when he tried to present himself as prepared to write about the Portuguese
successes overseas. The hope is to strengthen the understanding that any sense for the corpus
from which both epistles are extracted can only be assigned, beyond its empirical communicative
intentions, in a rhetorical, political, and theological regime, providentially encoded in order to
realize, in the epideictic wording of the letter, the glorious destiny anticipated for Portugal and its
scribe.

Auctoritas of the interpreter: humilitas

The first letter from the Goisian correspondence, dated 1531, and was addressed to
John Magnus Gothus, prelate of Adrian VI in Upsala. In it, Góis, then a young secretary in
the Portuguese feitoria in Antwerp, sought to propagandize religious conquest by narrating the
visit of one of Prester John’s ambassadors to the court of d. Manuel I. The general structure of
the letter reveals the use of a medium style, which affects a dialogue between hierarchically
evenly-matched correspondents and indicates the production of persuasive evidence through the
speaker’s *ethos*\textsuperscript{12}. Following the terms of the popular epistolary writing technique of Erasmus, the *Very brief and highly summarized formula for epistolary preparation*, published in 1521\textsuperscript{13}, the style of this and of other letters by Góis is set at the limits of the familiar “non-mediocre”, that is, of improvisation, prepared through an exercise of slow accumulation of the appropriate *topoi* and the capacity for their proper handling and decorous exposure\textsuperscript{14}. The “natural” legible tone in the letter equates, thus, with the expectation of a reading by those who would have access to it, supposedly able to identify the rhetorical devices used by the “humanist”, who fashioned himself as someone guided by “rule and discipline”\textsuperscript{15}.

The *exordium* was meant to express this familiarity by recalling the ties affirmed between sender and recipient and the issues they discussed at the time they met\textsuperscript{16}. Within the routines of the epideictic genre, this agenda intended to satisfy the precepts of “informing, keep an eye, become benvolent” which, while referring to Aristotle\textsuperscript{17}, were equally close to the Latin rhetors, who defended the reader’s disposition as *docilem, benivolum*, and *attentum*\textsuperscript{18}. Thus, the remembering of the dialogue, consecrated from the divine auspices that made it possible, was supported by topics of the discursive production of the “imperial culture”, like the risks of ocean navigation and the successive military victories against the infidels:

> Having contracted friendship between us in Danzig (of course with the blessing of God) when I was going about my king’s business, on often meeting one another, we happened to speak of Lusitanian deeds, that is, of the expeditions to India, Arabia, Persia; of the extent and difficulty of the route to these points, of the risks of the vast ocean, of the constant struggles with the Arabs, the Persians, the Indians this side and beyond the Ganges; of the annual incursions of the Turks, who, with large armadas from the Arabian Gulf to India Minor, harshly, albeit unsuccessfully, attack ours\textsuperscript{19}.

The “imperial culture” spoken of here saw in the written materials an essential factor for the architecture of cohesion\textsuperscript{20} between the territories assimilated in the course of the overseas conquest and the metropolitan political structure\textsuperscript{21}. Along with this movement, which produced letters like those of Góis, but also maps, topographical descriptions, chorographies, chronicles, genealogies, and other printed instruments or communication manuscripts\textsuperscript{22}, one element stood out: the crucial role of the sixteenth century men of letters in the elaboration of praises for the empire that was going to be formed in the frontiers of the conquest.

> It is pertinent to note, following Michel de Certeau, the creation of a true “scriptural economy” in this context, according to which the uses and the circulation of written discourses (which applies to both the neo-Latin and the vernacular production) were ordained, including languages as value for the purpose of dissemination of imperial glories. Thus the perspective is assumed here of the emergence of a writing that “becomes a new mode of production, transformation, and storage of language”\textsuperscript{23}.

> It was as a man of letters enrolled in this regime that Góis found the core argument of the letter, namely the *narratio* of the ambassador’s visit, seen and heard (*uiderim et audierim*) by him in childhood. His description, which we can associate primarily with the rhetorical techniques of
ekphrasis, was intended to ensure the account’s value and the auctoritas of the auctor, preparing
the reader to receive the set of papers attached to the epistle, particularly the letter from Prester
John to d. Manuel:

And, right now, I will explain in a few words how it is that I saw and heard all these things, in
order to better emphasize the truth of the facts.
There arrived in Lisbon, in the year of grace 1514, an ambassador of the great emperor of
India, Prester John, and of his mother, Queen Helena, by the name of Matthew and from the
nation of Armenia, sent to the most Christian king of Portugal, D. Manuel. As a companion in
his legation he brought a noble youth, of Abyssinian origin, educated in the imperial palace
and called Jácome.[...]
So this Matthew, having initially declared before our King the mission with which he was
entrusted, and having delivered to the same the letter from his Emperor, a few days later the
sovereign called for him to come into his presence, along with his companion, and before
several learned men, with the assembly of nobles in attendance, to interrogate them, through
an interpreter, about their faith and rites, as well as the state of the Ethiopian kingdom. I was
then twelve years old, one of the royal footmen who, having charge of bringing the food to the
table, are called footmen of delicacies, and in that duty I served his Royal Highness for two
years. So I witnessed all these things, and simultaneously with the other courtiers, saw and
heard everything; and, as that age allowed, also understood24.

While the visit had been seen and heard -“so I witnessed all these things, and
simultaneously with the other courtiers, saw and heard everything”25- we can not assume from
this that the description by Góis was mere eyewitness testimony of the empirical transposed
to the letter26. On the one hand, the public criteria of rhetorical technique prescribed the ratio
between the material seen rearranged by the criteria of invention and epideictic elocution27. On
the other, two aspects of ethos need to be considered.

The first concerns what we read in Aristotle’s art of rhetoric28, i.e., that confidence in the
speaker’s character must to be generated primarily by discourse29. From this unfolds the second
aspect, namely employing the captatio benevolentiae technique of humilitas, chosen by Góis in
recognizing his inability to remember the events that occurred when he was little more than ten
years old. The Catholic recyclings of Aristotle understood the humilitas as an apparatus of the
discrete scholar30, which lent vigor to the regime of the “shown”, in a translation of the words
of Dominique Maingueneau. This prescription indicated that “the ethos is shown” without ever
being said, placing itself in evidence through the vivacity31 that the readers would be supposed
to recognize. Thus, the “admission” of the inability to remember is, first of all, calculated pretense
oriented toward arousing the reader’s affection. In the words of João Adolfo Hansen:

The distinction between discreet and vulgar passes, in this case, through the domain of fiction
itself: like the insane, the vulgar does not possess it, unlike the discreet, which, being always
ingenious, is also able to feign the lack of ingenuity and prudence, or vulgarity and madness.
In the representation of appearance, pretense is the rule; as they said in Venice, “degli effeti
nascono gli affeti”32.
The short-circuit potentially triggered by this confession of inability transforms into praise of the written material when Góis explains how he had been able to recover the episodes from the embassy:

But how is it that you - someone will object here - then a boy of such a young age, could pass all these facts to paper or to memory, in order to send them to us, so long afterwards, described step by step? I confess, in response, that I could not. But having already spent ten years in that job, the most Christian King d. Manuel, my protector, gave me a new task, sending me here to Belgium, to deal with his business. Having arrived here, I was fortunate to meet a man not only noble but also sagacious, sharing my orders and position, named Rui Fernandes, who here fulfills the role of chief of royal business or steward, as is commonly said. [...] By chance one day we had alluded to that embassy of theirs in Germany, and the topic of India came up incidentally, being informed he then possessed, courtesy of António Carneiro, a copy of the aforementioned texts, or the letter of the great emperor of India, Prester John, to our King33.

By rejecting the possibility of “betraying” the reader with memories distorted by temporal distance on behalf of a memory facilitated by packs of paper, Góis introduced another mechanism of persuasion, or fides, intending to convince Gothus that his text was honestum and humile, because true, both by the actual presence of the eyewitness at the events and by the capture of the “admitted” imperfections of memory through a clerk’s recollections. The very brevity of the narratio confirms this reading. Brevity was justified by the disposition of the text itself (if there was much to say, the letter would have become inappropriate), and simultaneously, met the requirements of the epideictic genre, especially when it comes to storytelling around known characters or events34.

In addition to the concern about “telling the truth” and presenting the facts honestly suggesting an approach to Aristotelian-Ciceronian topoi, the use of similar techniques is evident in the argument of Latin quality. Góis apologized in advance if perhaps he had resorted to some “barbarism” in the writing, for he was a “man of the court and poorly exercised in letters, as well instantly overwhelmed with countless business”35. The topic of concern for the shortness of time to devote oneself to study activities was recurrent among the literati of the 16th century. When writing the prologue of the First Decade, João de Barros noted, for example, the difficulties in writing as a steward of the India House in Lisbon, “[...] tasks that with their weight act to subdue life, because they take up every day, and with the occupation and business of their armadas and commerce, drown and captivate all liberal art”36. One of the old repertoires of this technique was the De Legibus, in which the topic appears in Marco’s words, when he argues with Atticus the attributes of those who wanted to take on honest idleness, producer of Letters:

I well understand how long they have requested this work from me, Atticus. I would not refuse, if they gave me some unoccupied and free time. It is that a project of such magnitude can not be done in the midst of such a full activity and with an occupied mind. Two conditions are needed: lack of concerns and spare time37.
We may also approach these speeches to the *Ad Herennium*, when the anonymous author says he hesitated to deliver lessons on rhetoric; after all, he explained, very little time was left for reflection on personal affairs, and the time available, he should rather use it for the learning of philosophy. The outcome of this statement was *humilitas*, as it referred to the exaltation of consciousness that his efforts in teaching Gaius Herennius would not result in glory, but rather the pure pursuit of a noble task.

On the whole, therefore, it is necessary to consider that, on the one hand, the invocation of the topical lack of laudatory texts in the realm gave rise to the effort to overcome what had weakened Portugal. João Barros, in the prologue of the first Decade, for example, alerts the reader to the carelessness in Portugal with regard to the memory of the deeds. And adds to his comment the indispensable use of “artificial letters” (as opposed to oral speeches, perishable by nature) – only instrument able to provide events and immortality of men. Care for the use of Latin as outlined would have fed, in addition, the “linguistic imperialism” now in vogue and the providentialism mainstay contained in the notion of *translatio imperii*. After all, if the Portuguese language would ascend as predicted by Providence, it was still necessary to spread the good news in Latin.

In the epilogue of the letter, Góis admonished Gothus to accept the true contents of the account of the visit of Prester John:

> And then pay attention to what this great Emperor of India wrote to our King; pay attention, I repeat, to his letter to our Monarch, not simulated, but true and with all faithfulness translated almost literally, from the Chaldean language, which they primarily use, into Portuguese and finally into Latin.

Góis’ declarations met the usual criteria established by *consuetudo* for the epilogue. This was the device through which he urged the reader to accept the effects displayed throughout the letter one last time. Hence resorting to the formula “pay attention, (...) pay attention” that we could read, with Quintilian, as a prescription of the need to review the key points in order to finish the text without losing sight of its main provisions of persuasion.

Aristotle sees four aspects of the epilogue, and two are of particular interest here. First, it would lend itself to “make the listener favorable to the cause of the speaker and unfavorable to the adversary’s”. In our case, only the favorable notice of the case is referred to, because, as was suggested earlier, the ingenious use of the epideictic triggered a process of “showing”, instead of “demonstrating”. No need to argue about the facts narrated, as the text itself produced the tools to make its truthfulness easily recognizable.

What occurs is therefore the use of the second aspect of the epilogue, namely “amplify or minimize”. It is an enhancement of the amplification of the fact that we can see in Góis’s insistence on the narrative’s “not simulated, but true” fashion. Cicero prescribes the amplification of the “good” arguments for the sake of subsequent reduction (minutio) of vicious arguments, so that is not surprising that Góis, to exalt the truth of the spoken, referred to the fidelity, produced
almost to the letter”, regarding the Chaldean language translation into Portuguese and Latin, offspring and mother of imperial destiny. This would be the “fragile part” (the allocation point of view) of the speech, the “gap” that, by evoking the full absence of the Chaldean word, printed in the text the likely presence of the scene described. Góis ingeniously reinforced the commitment to the text, his auctoritas, without harming the humilitas. He was able to do that by reducing himself to a “mere” court translator and interpreter of past events. We cannot well understand this movement without being mindful that the Epistle to Gothus originally served as a preface to the book containing the papers of the visit of the ambassador of Prester John, published by Góis in 1532 with the title Legatio Magni Indorvm Imperatoris presbyteri Ioannis (...)46. In it, the auctor is never linked to any vanity in its composition47, leaving the burden of praising his own merits to another scholar. That role was then played by Cornelius Grapheus, editor and former Latin teacher of Góis, who praised his old student at the end the book, with poems dedicated to him48. In summary, auctoritas is presented as humilitas mediated by the ethos of the interpreter.

Auctoritas of the specialist: amplificatio

The technical choices in the letter to Gothus were absolutely consistent with the options that Damião de Góis then had. With no books published and almost unknown in the panorama of the Respublica litteraria, it was not possible that Góis posited any ethos outside the strictest humilitas. His situation had changed quite a bit two decades later, when the second letter that interests us in this study appeared. Góis had already published some texts praising Portugal, as he had maintained epistolary contact with several prestigious scholars49.

The letter in question was sent to the infante d. Luís in 1548 as a dedication of the book on the Portuguese wars in Cambay. Don Luis was the fourth son of d. Manuel and disciple of Pedro Nunes, scholar who dedicated to him his Tratado da esfera, of 1537. Therefore, we are facing a different letter, from the recipient’s point of view, as he was a higher-ranking person in the Ancien régime hierarchy50.

The infante d. Luís was referred to in it after the initial statement, which dismissed the exordial formulas used with Gothus51. The device employed was, once again, the “true discourse”, this time assured by a letter sent by João Mascarenhas, “first captain of Dio’s fortress”. According to Góis, his text was filled with “evidence of Portuguese triumphs”. Having presented Mascarenhas as someone who, in the face of the glaring evidence of Portuguese successes, had no choice but to “compose the memories of these achievements”52, Góis enabled himself to prove his statement on the Portuguese expansion due to Mascarenhas’s truthful testimonial.

But the passage only attains the desired weight as we read the opening statement. Góis accessed the otium versus negotium topic, stating that “along with advancing age, and gradually weakening energy, business and work become greater burdens”53. This laxity of his strength to work refers to captatio benevolentiae. That is why the result of his work is attributed to superior
forces, such as “any arcane movement of nature” and to “divine inspiration”. Given the supralunar
swings, which helped him at times, but now acted to mitigate his forces, there was only one
certainty. In his clarification, we perceive the sudden change in emulation that, while reducing the
power of Greece, amplified that of Portugal:

What I actually see happening to me is that the more old age approaches, the more it seems
me that what is written should survive for eternity, such as surely these glorious deeds of our
people, this magnitude and variety of enterprises, this discovery of islands and climates, to
the point that, if by chance some Homer had appeared again, he managed effortlessly to find
in the Lusitanian deeds an argument of a not fabulous, but actually true Iliad and Odyssey.

The strategy resembles the amplification used by Góis in 1531, when he referred to
Prester John’s letter as “not simulated, but true and with all faithfulness translated”. But if before,
the “mere interpreter” could only be limited to ensuring that the translation of the papers of the
embassy was going to be properly done, now, as bearer of auctoritas, Góis could go further and
express his desire to emulate Greek and Latin auctoritates. This interest was expressed by the
formula “if by chance some Homer appeared again”, which obviously referred to Góis himself, as
well by the negative statement (argumentum non fabulose, sed ex uero), which led to seeing that
only Góis had truthful testimonials to pursue the highest goal of describing the great Portuguese
achievements.

Of course, the rhetoric institution was not ruled out by this competition, which was not
free from strict rules. The formulation according to which the Greek histories were just fables,
as opposed to the Portuguese, true, consisted of a variation of a Roman commonplace. We can
identify it in Tacitus’s Dialogus of oratoribus, increasingly available in European literati circles after
1530, when the first printing was made of the manuscript rediscovered in 1425 by Poggio. It is
possible that Góis had read it in Padua or even in Basel, in the circle of Bonifacius Amerbach and
Froben. In any case, the importance of Tacitus for Góis can be evaluated, among other examples,
by a letter sent to him by the scholar João Rodrigues de Sá Meneses, who praised him for the
Commentarii on the Portuguese wars Góis published in 1539. Meneses pointed out, from the
rhetorical techniques analyzed here, the description of facts “[...] actually worthy of never being
silenced, of always evading oblivion, of never perishing from memory [...]”, useful in the effort of
“[...] illustrating and enhancing the homeland, to which before all else we are connected”. Góis’s
book would be also useful for justifying aemulatio by stating the fact that every era had its “Livios,
Salústios, and Tácitos” to immortalize the great deeds. “But now you -to whom, as it were, God
granted it- ventured a service that does you honor, which is, to describe the great deeds of
your countrymen, avengers of space and time, these high achievements, interred until today in
dreadful obscurity.”

The Tacitus dialogue was situated dramatically around 75 AD, bringing together four
characters -Curiatius Maternus, Marcus Aper, Julius Secundus, and Vipstanus Messala. The
subject of discussion was the decline of eloquence. Aper tries to convince Maternus to resume
speaking, defending poetry as the best career, while Messala compliments the ancient orators.
Aper finally exposes the defense of modern oratory. The final speeches attribute the reason for
the decline of eloquence to political conditions. As Fabio Joly well understood, the purpose of the *Dialogus* was constructing the *topos* of the prevalence of the past on the present “contained in the *topos* of the decline of eloquence”. This, in turn, appeared frequently in other rhetors of the Empire; Joly lists Velleius Patérculo, Petronius, Seneca, Pliny the Elder, Quintilian and Pliny the Younger. In the case of Tacitus, the idea was to propose a “fitting art of speech for the imperial regime” in which rhetorical technique and ethical and political principles would have to be harmonized.

As mastery of the techniques related to the deliberative and judicial genres could not bring appropriate rewards within the Catholic monarchies, the epideictic became absolutely central. In a way, this centrality was refracted by the *topoi* around the praise of the Roman Empire, with which the Portuguese was placed in an emulative parallel. It is for this reason that Góis must have carefully observed the commonplace to which Tacitus referred through one of its dramatis personae, concerning the status of Greek texts:

> You are called to the forum by so many processes of friends and so many clienteles in colonies and municipalities, which you would have hardly met, even if you had not brought yourself to this new occupation, i.e., aggregating Domitius and Cato, that is, the Roman names, and also our stories, to the fables these little Greeks wrote.

Criticism of the Greek fables and any “simulations” in general was both a rhetorical ploy of complimentary constitution of the political and prophetic powers of the monarchy as a representation of the ethical effort of epideictic writing, which led the learned to mobilize what Alcir Pécora defined as “poetic power of truth”. Thus, in the eyes of the discrete, the letter of Góis could not have been read in terms of a subjectivity in search of rewards on behalf of a pure personal or psychological interest. Praising the king and the empire corresponded, simultaneously and inseparably, to an ethical imperative and the use of a technique that, if well implemented, would have decorous results.

The expert in the epideictic technique could partake in the immortality providentially acrribed to the empire and the praised king since he adopted the *vita activa* principle, decisive in the modern era. It guided the literati towards *interested* discursive production, in other words, in line with the Ciceronian triad *docere, delectare, movere*, in the sense that all idleness should be for the purposes of knowledge and the cultivation of useful skills, and the centrality of productive meditation about the facts of another’s life, that is to say, use all the resources provided by *historia magistra uitae*; as to *delectare*, it was what placed the epideictic genre above the others, because the learning of the overseas achievements, pleasing and necessary, should inspire virtuous and heroic emulation.

Roman rhetoric also saw results in this system because, as Cicero had said in his defense of Arquias, there is no immortality without writing, and there could not be an Achilles without a Homer:

> How many historians of his exploits is Alexander the Great said to have had with him; and he,
when standing on Cape Sigeum at the grave of Achilles, said, “O happy youth, to find Homer as the panegyrist of your glory!” And he said the truth; for, if the Iliad had not existed, the same tomb which covered his body would have also buried his renown.

These principles, public and anonymously shared, were used by Pietro Bembo in a letter that could serve as a good example of this logic. In 1541, the newly appointed Cardinal Bembo wrote to the Portuguese Jorge Coelho. He was responding to previous contact from Coelho, who had sent him his own texts and Luciano de Samosata’s compilation translated into Latin. After thanking him for the books, Bembo made the following compliment to his friend:

Bright, in fact, are such arts [prose and poetry] and worthy of praise, in both of which the spirits of the learned men willingly found great satisfaction and harvest this most cherished fruit out of the fatigues of their learning: trust to the memory of men and centuries to come their names, their studies, their virtues focusing on the future.

The ethical imperative linked to the epideictic genre made the writing of victories matter for experts. After all, any misstep could result in a terrible loss of the Portuguese achievements, for they would be relegated to oblivion. Using again the terms of Alcir Pécora, one could say that, from a literati point of view, “when the Portuguese captains lowly assess the poets, they end up being less known than the Ancients, though they actually surpassed them.” So, every action taken by the Portuguese must be matched to an equally ingeniously conceived discourse, otherwise no rewards will be conferred in the future, hence no immortality will be achieved whatsoever. Only this equivalence would allow scholars to compete for prestige in the present and in the future. Heroic actions helped the literati in the configuration of a twofold ethos, interested in both the peer and the court’s recognition and the permanence of his merits in the future, transformed in auctoritas when declared the most reliable and exquisite narratives of the greatest achievements of man’s history.

This ethos of the scholar seeking fame and glory was omnipresent in the sixteenth century. Helius Eobanus Hessus, a German humanist, used his professed love for Posteritas to ensure readers of his willingness to achieve immortality:

But you know that, you were always my dearest love, / Oh, you, nearly as dear to me as my own life. / I saw you in my fantasy before I could express it in Latin / […] / one young man, nearly still a boy, I devoted all my talent to you, / while I expected to be only a small part of your great army of lovers.

Girolamo Cardano expressed the same interest in terms even more eloquent:

Eager to perpetuate my name, it prepared me for this as soon as I had become able to guide myself. Because I understood, without any doubt, that life has two meanings: a material existence, common to animals and plants, and one that is peculiar to the man thirsty for glory and grand undertakings.
In all cases, and especially in the letter by Góis, the essential procedure was the same: to amplify the Portuguese achievements and to ensure his readers that he was the most qualified to become auctoritas with them.

Lucia Montefusco maintains that the amplificatio (and its opposite, minutio) was recognized from the ancient world as one of the greatest tools of rhetoric. Isocrates in his Panegyricus, praised the amplificatio for its elasticity (make the new old, the old new, imbue the small with greatness, etc.); moreover, considering the fact that one can speak in many ways about the same subject, it was amplificatio that made possible the vital surpassing of past discourse. Aristotle, on the other hand, came to relativize its relevance. It is what we see in the Metaphysics when he suggests that its value is debatable, since reducing or amplifying would not necessarily change the nature of the object upon which the technique focused.

In any case, the prevailing opinion ended up being that of Aristotle’s Rhetoric, a book in which the amplificatio is decisive. Amplificatio is then approached as a tool for comparison, since the practitioner of one of the three genera should keep in mind, as premises, the spaces of the “possible” and the “impossible” in order to show how something could be fair – as opposed to something unfair –, beautiful – as opposed to ugly –, and so on. Similarly, the speaker would need the spaces of the “more” and the “less”, the “large” and the “small”, that is to say, amplificatio and minutio, to accommodate his speech properly.

Later, Aristotle states that amplificatio is markedly characteristic of epideictic speeches, since it is a form of flattery, “because it consists of superiority, and superiority is one of the beautiful things”. This comparison would only be useful when established with “renowned people”, since the best amplification is the one that wins over the best there is among the righteous. In justifying its close relationship with the epideictic, Aristotle refers to the system of “showing”, which has already been mentioned in this article:

Among the species common to all speech, amplification is generally most suitable to the epideictic; because they take into account the actions accepted by all, such that it remains only to cover them in greatness and beauty.

Cicero made good use of Aristotle, adding the quality of text beautification to the amplificatio (amplificare rem ornando). In De Oratore, and beautification often assumes a central position. Cicero’s definition of amplificatio goes beyond the Aristotelian (persuasive weapon specifically employed in epideictic speeches), making it the very core of all rhetorical exercise.

The amplificatio could lead the speaker to achieve any effect. Its operating mechanism would be the pathetic capture of the audience, preferably employed at the end of the speeches, but useful elsewhere, provided that the material has been previously exposed or was common knowledge. The fact that Cicero required that the agreement on the matter was settled before employment of amplificatio is the umbilical cord that connects his theory to that of Aristotle. Montefusco said, again in line with the logic of “showing”, that amplificatio is particularly powerful when used in speeches that exhausted other points of view. The speech thus praises what cannot
be reproached, even by the speaker’s enemies. A good example would be the oratio funebris; it would be outrageous to criticize the dead when he is being buried. Amplificatio could generate similar effects for other types of discourse, preventing any criticism from being made. This principle could be summarized as follows: the subject matter is so important and high, and the orator is so competent, that the only reaction to praise should be respectful silence.

The ethos of the specialist constructed in the letter by Góis to the infante amplifies all the virtues of matter, and, cleverly varying the procedure used in the letter to Gothus, enrolls his own successes, although the humilitas keeps blocking direct competition with others. This is why Góis says that initially the military news did not culminate in the work of writing, since he had already discussed similar subjects years before – something that he decided to emphasize “not by boasting of ingenuity, but to give testimony of my labor”. It’s just the light of the engenho of the “illustrious Prince” that convinced him to change his mind.

Then Góis noted not only his previously-mentioned pamphlet, but all the others that he wrote in previous years in the form of “small treatises”. They could not, however, contain his desire to narrate the feats recently presented by the Portuguese, because the repeated victories meant, in technical terms, an essential opportunity for amplification of the overall effect of the successful overseas endeavors:

Nevertheless, having done enough, so to speak, with these little treatises, it would be fair for me to retire, if not for life, at least temporarily, from this task; however, as new glory of our people emerges, achieved against the Turks, again my soul is lit, and the same novelty stirred me again and made me absolutely yearn to write.

In this step, Góis called attention to the topic from Pro Archia oratio, arguing that “if our enthusiasm matched our engenho and equal force of eloquence, the best men would recognize the vastness of these heroic exploits, which others, of course, on another occasion will properly describe”. It follows the insistence on the topic of truth when he says that, in his opinion, he would be more than satisfied if he could “report this case with the greatest fidelity, so that the reader, if he did not hear from us how much this victory in looms splendor and grandeur, at least in spirit conceives of and somehow pictures it”. Moreover, the ethos of the expert composed Góis’s “vulnerability” through the incessant praise for the infante, the true link between the overseas successes, which he commissioned, and those of the letters Góis received. And so, by the end of the letter, Góis staged the need for the “mercy” of the infante to welcome his book, which, he prayed, would not be denied. Amplification, highlighting the achievements and the benefactor, could not, it is true, ignore the scholar, whose auctoritas would accompany them while the domain of the Portuguese empire persisted: forever.
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47 For another example, see Guilherme Amaro Luz, *Flores do desengano: poéticas do poder na América portuguesa*, São Paulo, FAP-UNIFESP, 2013, pp. 57-79.


49 During the time between Gothus d. Luís’ letters, Góis corresponded with several scholars, such as Bonifaciús Amerbach, Erasmo, cardinals Sadoleto, Bembo, Madruzzí and Pole, Nicolau Clenardo, pope Paulo III, infant d. Henrique, among others. Amadeu Torres, *Damião de Góis...*, op. cit., pp. 36-131. Regarding his publications, it is worth mentioning the English translation of *Legatío* (1533), and also two translations from classical and biblical texts (Cicero’s *Cato Maior* and the book of *Eclesiastes*, both in 1538), a commentarii to the wars in India, translated both in Italian (1539) and German (1540), a book on Ethiopia religion (1540), a description of “Hispania” (1542) and an account of Louvain’s siege by French troops when Góis lived there (he was in fact made a prisoner during the invasion). Francisco Leite Faria, , op. cit., pp. 37-35.

50 Pedro Nunes was well aware of this hierarchy, and used d. Luís’ prestige accordingly. In the dedicatory-letter to him, Nunes expressed his auctoritas by saying that only d. Luís could give him the immortality. The qualities of his treatise would mean nothing without the approval that only someone as close to the king as Luís could provide: “[...] E por ter muita confiança & experiência de sua humanidade / que me querera releuar este meu atreuimento: lha dediquei para que leuando o título de seu escrarecido nome: pois a obra per si ho não he: possa ficar illustre e ymmortal.” Pedro Nunes, *Tratado da Sphera*, Lisbon, Calouste Gulbenkian, 2002, p. 6.

51 The reduction -or even suppression- of the exordium is suggested by several rhetors. Aristotle point out that “A função mais necessária e específica do próemio é, por conseguinte, pôr em evidência qual a finalidade daquilo sobre que se desenvolve o discurso; é por isso que, se o assunto for óbvio e insignificante, não haverá utilidade no próemio.” Aristotle, *Retórica...*, op. cit., p. 1415 a. Quintiliano follows the same principle (Instituto oratoria, 4, 1, 72). See Lucía Calboli Montefusco, *Exordium narratio epilogus...*, op. cit., pp. 26-32.


53 “[...] a par da idade crescem sempre os trabalhos, e, a energias que paulatinamente afrouxam, negócios incumbem maiores.”

54 “O que a mim na realidade vejo acontecer-me é que, quanto mais a velhice se aproxima, mais coisas se me oferecem que em escritos devam sobreviver para a eternidade, quais com certeza esses atos gloriosos da nossa gente, essa magnitude e variedade de empresas, essa descoberta de ilhas e de climas, a ponto que, se acaso de novo algum Homero surgira, sem esforço alcançara a memória, encontrar argumento de não fabulosas, antes reais *Iliada* e *Odisséia*, Damião de Góis, “Carta ao Infante d. Luís”, Amadeu Torres, *Damião de Góis...*, op. cit., p. 123.


57 “O que a mim na realidade vejo acontecer-me é que, quanto mais a velhice se aproxima, mais coisas se me oferecem que em escritos devam sobreviver para a eternidade, quais com certeza esses atos gloriosos da nossa gente, essa magnitude e variedade de empresas, essa descoberta de ilhas e de climas, a ponto que, se acaso de novo algum Homero surgira, sem esforço alcançara a memória, encontrar argumento de não fabulosas, antes reais *Iliada* e *Odisséia*, Damião de Góis, “Carta ao Infante d. Luís”, Amadeu Torres, *Damião de Góis...*, op. cit., p. 123.


61 Brian Vickers points out that “There is a one-to-one correlation between character and virtue, which means that the Renaissance reader was accustomed, in theory at least, to seeing each character not as a complex, autonomous personality but as an illustration of a virtue; that is a reading habit which the modern student must strive to acquire. Secondly, it could mean that the Renaissance reader saw only the virtue represented in the character – looked through him, as if using an X ray, to the moral quality and ignored other, less essential aspects of his or her behavior.” Brian Vickers, *Epideictic and Epic in the Renaissance*, *New Literary History*, Vol. 14, No 3, Spring 1983, p. 522.

62 “The common factor in all the channels through which epideictic enjoyed its great prestige in the Renaissance was not its power of being applicable to a wide range of subject matter (praise of cities, rulers, occupations), nor its teachings on style or structure, but its prior and exclusive identification with ethical choices and avoidances.” Brian Vickers, op. cit., p. 507.

"Brilhantes, na verdade, são tais artes [prosa e poesia] e dignas de louvores sumos, em ambas as quais os espíritos dos homens doutos encontraram de muito bom grado satisfação e colhem esse fruto maior das canseiras suportadas em sua aprendizagem: confiar à memória dos homens e séculos vindouros os seus nomes, os seus estudos, as suas virtudes em foco no futuro". Pietro Bembo, "Carta a Jorge Coelho", Amadeu Torres, Damião de Góis..., op. cit., pp. 314-315.

"[...]os capitães portugueses, ao avaliarem baixamente os poetas, acabam tendo suas façanhas menos conhecidas que a dos antigos, embora possam verdadeiramente excedê-los." Alcir Pécora, Máquina de gêneros..., op. cit., pp. 147-148.


O que não impede a ocorrência de generalizações quanto à amplificatio no interior da técnica aristotélica. "Além disso, há um tópico comum a todos os discursos: o que diz respeito à grandezza, dado que todos os oradores fazem uso da diminuição e da amplificação, quando deliberam, elogiam ou censuram e quando acusam ou defendem." Aristóteles, Retórica..., op. cit., p. 1391 b.
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